We propose a Deep Neural Network (DNN) structure for RFIDbased activity recognition. RFID data collected from several reader antennas with overlapping coverage have potential spatiotemporal relationships that can be used for object tracking. We augmented the standard fully-connected DNN structure with additional pooling layers to extract the most representative features. For model training and testing, we used RFID data from 12 tagged objects collected during 25 actual trauma resuscitations. Our results showed 76% recognition micro-accuracy for 7 resuscitation activities and 85% average micro-accuracy for 5 resuscitation phases, which is similar to existing system that, however, require the user to wear an RFID antenna.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile/wearable sensors for human activity recognition have been studied for decades, due to their affordability and privacypreserving property [1] [2] . These sensors, however, may not be applicable in many scenarios where they may interfere with work, such as medical settings. Passive RFID has recently been used for activity recognition in medical settings due to its unique advantages that include being battery-free, small size, low-cost, and unobtrusive [3] [4] . The general approach used is to place RFID tags on medical tools of interest, extract features from the collected RFID data, use these features to detect object use, and finally decide whether an activity is being performed. The problem with this approach is that environmental changes (such as people movement or changes in the room layout) highly increase the variance of the RFID data. This noise reduces RFID data representativeness and impacts the activity recognition results.
Similar problems exist in the fields of image classification and speech recognition-capturing the same object from a different angle or background produces noise that compromises recognition performance. Recent deep learning approaches have transformed image classification and speech recognition. Early research has shown that deep learning can be successfully applied to recognize activities based on simple physical movement data from mobile phone sensors and accelerometers [6] , but established network structure for processing RFID data has not been developed.
We propose a DNN structure for recognizing activities from RFID data. The standard DNN uses fully connected hidden layers and lowers the weights of "unimportant" neurons [7] , we propose ignoring these neurons because they do not provide important information for classification. Similar to a pooling layer in the Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet) [5] and the "maxout" network [7] , we introduced and implemented max pooling into a DNN to suppress noise in RFID data by selecting the neurons with maximum activation and ignoring ("dropping") the adjacent neurons within each pooling-window. We trained and tested the model with RFID data collected in 25 actual trauma resuscitations. Our results show an average of 76% microaccuracy for 7 common resuscitation activities and 85% microaccuracy for 5 resuscitation phases. Our contributions are:
1. Design of a deep learning structure for RFID-based activity recognition from multiple reader antennas. 2. Using the "pooling" concept in DNNs for performance improvement on noisy data. 3. Evaluation of the model with real-world data.
METHEDOLOGY 2.1 Data Collection and Pre-Processing
We collected RFID data in a Level 1 trauma center with two Impinj R420 (4 port) readers and eight RFID antennas using maxmiller reading mode. As in previous research [3] , 12 types of medical objects were tagged for our experiments. We recorded 25 trauma resuscitation cases with more than 50,000 seconds of RFID data and used these data for training and testing purposes.
Raw RFID data were first preprocessed, then fed into the DNN for training and testing. The preprocessing steps are:
1. Object name lookup: We maintained a lookup table mapping the passive RFID tag IDs to associated medical objects. Before further processing, each tag ID in the raw RFID data was replaced with the associated object name from the lookup table.
2. Regularization: Because successful RFID readouts do not occur at a constant rate, the recorded data must be regularized to a constant rate. We averaged the received signal Strength (RSS) over each one-second interval and inserted zeros where no data were received, resulting in a 1-second sampling time.
Format:
The output of regularization is a matrix with the dimensions of time, object name, and antenna number. We used a time-window to select and format the data. The size of the time window should be a power of two for use in the pooling operation (we selected a 16-second time windows). We sliced and reshaped the time series received by each reader antenna into 16-second vectors, similar to the time window used in sports video classification [8] . The data for each window were formatted as:
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Neural Network Structure
Different deep learning structures have been applied to different problems: convolutional neural networks (ConvNets or CNNs) to image classification [5] and DNNs to ambient sound classification [9] . ConvNets do not fit our setting because they use a partially connected network and full weight sharing (using the same kernel over the entire dataset) for feature extraction. RFID data, however, consist of spatiotemporally related points from antennas with overlapping coverage areas and, unlike images, all data points are potentially related with each other. Instead, we chose to use a DNN capable of establishing full connectivity between two adjacent layers. Not all neurons contribute positively to the final classification result, so we did not connect all the neurons in the network's hidden layers. Instead, based on ConvNet's max pooling [5] , we introduced pooling layers into the standard DNN to drop neurons with low activations. We used the DNN structure with five fully-connected layers, four pooling layers, and one softmax layer ( Figure 1 ). We designed the network size to be adjustable based on the number of input data points and the number of output labels.
Pooling the Hidden Layers
Data from mobile sensors or RFID tags are subject to noise, so not all input and hidden layer neurons will contribute positively to final decision-making. We designed our DNN similar to max pooling in ConvNet [5] and the idea of "maxout" [7] , to selectively feed-forward the neurons of each layer. We chose to use non-overlapping one-dimensional 2-point windows to perform pooling of RFID data, similar to the 2-by-2 window pooling in ConvNets. Our 2-point windows are pairs of adjacent neurons in a layer. For each 2-point window, the pooling operation selects the neuron with the maximum activation as input for the next layer.
Using the 2-point window method, each pooling layer halves the size of the previous hidden layer. Our pooling operation has the same purpose as the pooing layer in ConvNet: for extracting the most significant features by moving from specific to general, and to filter out data points not important for the final classification. The influence of pooling window size to the system performance is part of our future work.
Model Training

Pre-Training
We pre-trained the connection weights of our DNN with a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [10] , to initialize the weights and better generalize the DNN. We trained the DNN using a greedy approach [10] , one layer at a time, where the output of the previous layer (visible) was used as the input of the next layer (hidden). The weights of each neuron were updated as:
where wi,j denotes the weight between the i th neuron in a visible layer and j th neuron in a hidden layer, η denotes the learning rate, v is a vector of all neurons in the visible layer, and P(v) is a vector of activation probabilities of neurons in the visible layer [11] .
Fine-Tuning
We divided the collected data into three parts, 60% for finetuning, 20% for cross-validation, and 20% for testing. When training the model, we used a sigmoid activation function, because previous research has shown that sigmoid works better for models pre-trained with RBM [11] . We initialized (pretrained) all the parameters with an RBM before further finetuning. We updated the weights using back-propagation: the weights of neurons not selected during pooling were assigned the same weight changes as the selected neuron with maximum activation. To avoid converging the model to a local minimum, we used the momentum method [12] and stochastic gradient descent instead of the usual gradient decent. We set the initial momentum to 0.5. After the error rate stabilized, we increased the momentum to 0.9 [11] . We set 0.01 as the initial learning rate and then adjusted manually throughout the training.
Preventing Overfitting
Overfitting is always a problem when training a deep model. To prevent overfitting, we applied "dropout" in all the fully connected layers [13] . In addition, we selectively updated the weights during fine-tuning: when the training error decreased but cross-validation error increased, the weights were not updated.
PRELIMINARY-RESULTS
We tagged 12 types of objects associated with seven medical activities in an actual trauma room (Table 1) . We collected the RFID data during 25 actual trauma resuscitations. With the help of medical domain experts, we obtained ground truth coding for activities in 16 cases and for process phases in 25 cases. Because training the DNN requires a large amount of data and we had a limited amount of coded data for training, we semi-randomly [3] selected 80% of the data for training (includes fine-tuning and cross-validation), and used the rest for testing. Although we used dropout [13] and cross-validation, overfitting is still possible due to the limited amount of data for training and testing. These problems will be solved when more coded data become available.
Our system was able to achieve an average of 76% microaccuracy for 7 medical activities and 85% for 5 process phases (Tables 2 and 3 ). The performance varied widely for different activities. For activities like EC (Table 1) , accuracy greater than 80% was achieved, but for others, like BA, the performance was not better than chance. The variable performance can be explained We also compared our system using two-point pooling window with the ordinary DNN structure. Our results show an average 5% accuracy gain with our DNN using pooling. This result compares well with a result on speech recognition where the use of the "maxout" structure yielded a 2 % gain [7] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present a novel DNN structure for RFID-based activity recognition and presented the preliminary results of implementing the proposed system on data collected in a medical setting. The system structure can be applied in general mobile sensing by replacing the RFID data with data streams from mobile sensors.
The RFID data can be pre-processed and formatted in different ways, and different formats may require different deep learning structures. We preprocessed the RSS into data vectors and directly fed these into a DNN for activity recognition. Another possible approach (inspired by ConvNet speech recognition [14] ) would be activity classification based on each RFID tag's time-frequency feature map. If we formatted the RFID data into three dimensions (object-ID, time, antenna-ID), we could also use the 3D ConvNet [15] for activity recognition. The study and comparison of various approaches will be part of our future work. 
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